CONFLICT IN SCHOOLS
A listing of materials available at the Justice Institute Library

GENERAL BOOKS

Bully/Victim Conflict: An Overview for Educators by Beverly B. Title. Minneapolis, MN: Johnson Institute. (LB 3011.5 T58 1996)


CONFLICT IN SCHOOLS


Creative Conflict Solving for Kids (Grades 3-4) by Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman. Miami, FL: Grace Contrino Abrams Peace Education Foundation. (BF 637 C55 S356 1991)

Creative Conflict Solving for Kids (Grades 5-9) by Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman. Miami, FL: Grace Contrino Abrams Peace Education Foundation. (BF 637 C55 S355 1985)


High School Mediation Roleplays written and compiled by the Colorado School Mediation Project and Tamara Doi. Boulder, CO: School Mediation Center. (LB 1027.5 D634 1997)


Mediation for Kids by Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman. Miami Beach, FL: Grace Contrino Abrams Peace Education Foundation. (BF 637 C55 S357 1992)

Middle School Mediation Roleplays written and compiled by the Colorado School Mediation Project and Tamara Doi. Boulder, CO: School Mediation Center. (LB 1027.5 D63 1997)


Peacemaking Skills for Little Kids by Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman. Miami Beach, FL: Grace Contrino Abrams Peace Education Foundation. (BF 637 C55 S354 1993)


Ready to Use Self-Esteem & Conflict-Solving Activities for Grades 4-8 by Beth Teolis. West Nyack, NY: Center for Applied Research in Education. (LB 1117 T43 1996)


CONFLICT IN SCHOOLS

(HM 132 T723 1996)


(BF 724.3 C65 G847 1995)

GENERAL DVDs

D1728 Making Things Right: Restorative Justice for School Communities 
(DVD, 27 minutes)

Drawing on the wisdom of peacemaking circles and the tribal courts of indigenous cultures, Restorative Justice seeks to repair the harm done by wrongdoing through face-to-face meetings with those who have been directly impacted. Many school communities are beginning to implement Restorative Justice tracks into their own disciplinary process as means of reducing suspension, expulsion, and police involvement. The goal of these school-based efforts is to hold offending students accountable for their actions, while also addressing the fears and concerns of victims and the wider school community. (Colorado School Mediation Project) (HV 8688 M237 2002)

JOURNALS

Conciliation Quarterly (Mennonite Conciliation Service) 1999 - 2005 (Ceased publication)

Conflict Resolution Quarterly (Continues: Mediation Quarterly: Journal of the Academy of Family Mediators Jossey-Bass Publishers)

Family Court Review (Continues: Family and Conciliation Courts Review Association of Family and Conciliation Courts)

The Mediator (The Mediation Development Association of B.C.) 1984 - 2000 (Ceased publication)

Negotiation Journal
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